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Abstract: Clustering can be done for static as well as dynamic dataset. Clustering is performed on the basis of underlying data 
structure and data distribution. The data distribution varies with respect to time. Hence there need to be a smooth change in 
underlying cluster model with respect to time.  The clustering techniques of numerical dataset are different than Categorical 
dataset. This works aim to study various clustering techniques for streaming data with respect to the numerical and Categorical 
dataset. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Clustering of data or cluster analysis is emerging field in exploratory data analysis. This technique is applied in variety of domains 
of engineering as scientific disciplines such as biology, medicines, marketing, computer vision, etc. The clustering technique 
extracts the underlying data structure based on data distribution and creates individual groups or hierarchy of groups. The group 
includes similar objects in one set. Unlike other statistical methods these techniques do not require any pre-assumptions or training 
to describe underlying data structure. This is unsupervised method. Cluster analysis and its various methods are discussed in[2].  
In recent work, clustering of continuous streaming data is important aspect. In variety of domain continuous data is get generated 
such as stock market, credit/debit card transaction, online selling  web clicks, etc. The conventional models are unable to generate 
appropriate clusters over streaming data as streaming data appears continuously. In traditional techniques all data is get collected 
first and then clustering is performed. This is not the case of continuous data stream. The Underlying data structure varies with 
upcoming new stream entries. Generally in real time applications data varies with respect to time.  
The existing techniques can be applied to such streaming data. And upcoming new points can be merged in existing clusters. But 
this clustering solution is not meet several challenges.   
Based on this analysis, clustering is again partitioned in 2 categories: static Data clustering and dynamic data clustering. 
In Static data clustering whole dataset is available in the beginning phase. The clusters are generated based on the analysis of 
complete daa distribution. This technique is based on the assumption that cluster structure do not changes with respect to time. 
In dynamic data clustering , continuous data stream is available and nature if data changes with time. As data model changes with 
respect to time underlying cluster structure also changes. This is called as data drifting.  
Paper is organized as follows: Section I introduction about clustering of continuous streaming data. Section II gives the literature 
review. Section III concludes the paper.  

II. LITERATURE WORK 
For dynamic data clustering conversional clustering approaches are not suitable.  In[5][6][7][8] various clustering problem of 
streaming data are discussed.  
 CluStream clustering algorithm[3] is proposed for  data stream. This technique tries to cluster whole data points in the stream at 
ones irrespective to the knowledge of Time-Changing Data Streams.  For evolving environment it applies clustering after certain 
timestamp. This technique follow the clustering procedure in 2 phases : online and offline. In online phase data collection task is 
performed whereas in offline phase data clustering is performed. 
C. Aggarwal, J. Han, J. Wang, and P. Yu,[5]  faced problem by one pass techniques for stream data clustering is discussed. The one 
pass technique faces the cluster scalability issue. The cluster quality degrades as per the evolving data.  
  Density based clustering technique [6] is proposed for streaming data. It follows the constraint that, unlike existing strategy there 
should not be any limit on cluster count for dynamic data clustering.  Along with cluster count constraint, limited memory, arbitrary 
cluster shape and outlier detection over streaming data are also applied.  DenStream algorithm is proposed in[4]. core-micro-cluster 
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and outlier micro-cluster are generated to distinguish the clusters and outliers. Pruning strategy is applied to satisfy the memory 
constraint. 
Temporal smoothness[7] is introduced to measure cluster quality. This technique works on the principle as: good clustering should 
be generated to fit the data in appropriate clusters and there should not be a dramatic change in clustering over evolving data. Two 
frameworks are proposed in this paper for evolutionary spectral clustering. 
Three algorithms are proposed :  a drifting-concept detection,  data-labeling and cluster-relationship-analysis.[8] These algorithms 
uses sliding window technique. Based on sliding window and distance between two concepts data drifts are detected.  The concept 
is nothing but a data arrived at one sliding window event.  
Clustering over categorical data [9] is proposed along with drifting concept. Maximal Resemblance Data Labeling- MARDL is 
proposed in this paper. N-Nodeset Importance Representative –NNR technique is used to represent the cluster characteristics, 
members in cluster and outlier points. This technique also applies Drifting Concept Detection-DCD algorithm to compare cluster 
results for last generated cluster and temporal current clustering result. Using DCD data drifting is identified over time evolving data. 
The techniques proposed in[9][10] do not optimize the clusters due to lack of optimization and validity criteria. The second 
important aspect is there is lack of relevance between clustering and drifting strategies. 
A framework is proposed named as:  clustering Over Multiple Evolving streams by correlations.[10] This technique handles 
multiple data streams at a time and manages there distribution  based correlation function.  
 The above techniques are applicable only for numerical data streams. But data stream may contain Boolean or categorical data. The 
numerical calculations used in clustering technique such as mean, correlation, deviation, etc cannot be directly applied to the 
categorical data streams. The categorical data imposes several difficulties in such calculations and hence numerical clustering 
techniques cannot be directly applied to the categorical datasets. 

A. Cluster Optimization For Static Categorical Dataset 
Following are 3 objective functions to optimize cluster containing categorical value dataset. 
1) K-modes Objective Function: This is the extension of K-means algorithm proposed in[3]. It replaces the cluster mean 

calculation with cluster mode. Apart from distance function it applies new dissimilarity function. For clustering occurrence 
count of categorical data attribute is considered.  

2) The Category Utility Function: This function is used to measure the ‘category goodness’. This technique evaluates the 
probability of same categorical attribute value belonging to the same cluster as well as different categorical attribute value 
belonging to the different cluster. This is the attribute value scoring function stated in [1]. 

3)  Information Entropy Function: This function is applied to the attribute of categorical dataset to measure how much information 
is retrieved from it. It calculates the uncertainty information.  COOLCAT algorithm is proposed in [4]  based on an incremental 
heuristic technique and entropy function. Generalized objective function is proposed [13], [14]. This technique implements 3 
objective functions and analyses differences and generality. It stated that the category utility function and Information entropy 
function generate the equivalent results. The optimal results generated using .k-modes objective functions are better than the 
category utility function.   The relationship between within-cluster and between-cluster information [14] is discussed by 
considering the validity functions. 

 MKM_NOF and MKM_NDM, algorithm are proposed in [13]. These algorithms use weighted cluster prototypes. These algorithms 
outperforms with respect to k-modes algorithms. 
 k-modes objective function based solution is proposed in [12]. This technique evaluates the density of categorical dat. It is  
calculated based on the distance between two objects. Using density evaluation and distance calculation initial cluster centers are 
identified. 
 Simultaneous procedure is proposed in[11] to identify good initial partitions i.e. initial cluster centers and candidates for number of 
clusters. This method generates better results for initial cluster generation for categorical streaming data. 
 Cluster validity function in [15] is used as a objective function to evaluate cluster over categorical data streams.  An iterative 
algorithm is proposed to find optimized cluster after every incoming data stream points. This mechanism observes the data changes 
and evolution in trend.  Based on the trends data drift are identified and clusters are refined accordingly. 

III. CONCLUSION 
A bulk amount of data is generated in various real life applications.  Some application generates continuous streaming data. By 
applying Traditional clustering algorithm to the DataStream do not generates the appropriate results. To resolve this problem 
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dynamic clustering algorithm are proposed. The underlying structure of data changes with respect to time called as data drift. There 
is need to detect change is situation over evolving data to upgrade new cluster model.   
 Lot of techniques are applicable only for numerical data. For categorical dataset different techniques are proposed as due to the 
limitations in numerical calculation over categorical data. Some techniques are proposed for categorical data clustering with data 
drift analysis. There is need to develop a system that support hybrid data clustering i.e. data containing numerical as well as the 
categorical data attributes. 
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